
MIGHTIER Game Guide
These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and

varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!

Mightier has over 20 games, with the goal of having a game for every child, and every type of game player!
Like most app games, they are played with simple tapping, dragging or swiping mechanics. We have a wide
range of games to capture the attention of our diverse players - from relaxed and strategic to fast and
adventurous.

You can find all our games here. Click the icon to learn more about each game, see game tips, and watch a
brief video.

Below, you will find the Mightier games listed from easiest to hardest. Additionally, novice- and
expert-approved games and game features that might excite or deter your player have been listed. You can
also find additional in-game challenges for players who are looking to really test their skills.

Most players do not need guidance and will find games they enjoy by playing. Discovery is an important
part of the Mightier journey. This is only meant to serve as a guide and to help provide guidance and
context if your child is struggling to find a game they enjoy. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!

https://www.mightier.com/our-games/


MIGHTIER Game Guide
⛰ Novice Approved ⏳ Timed 🔨 Weapons as Tools
🌋 Experts Approved 📖 Reading Helpful 💣  Weapons
🏆 Popular Game ⚡Potential Sensory Stimulation ⚠ Cartoon Violence

Kitty in the Box🏆 ⛰
Recommended for novice players. Lack of time
pressure makes this a good option for players
who prefer a more relaxed game experience or
have motor challenges. This is also a great game
for animal lovers!

Extra Challenge: Be one of the few to reach level 62!

Hibachi Hero⛰🔨⚡
Recommended for novice players. Simple
swiping mechanism makes this a good
option for players with motor challenges.
Game pace becomes more intense as you
progress, which might be overstimulating
for some players.

Crossy Ninja⏳ 💣⚡
Recommended for novice players. Simple
tapping mechanism makes this a good option
for players with motor challenges. Set game
length can help players of all abilities feel
successful. Game pace becomes more intense
when players’ heart rates are elevated, which
might be overstimulating for some players.

Spiral Bound⛰
Recommended for novice players. Simple
swipe-turn mechanic makes this a good
option for players with motor challenges.

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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Air Hockey

Recommended for players of all abilities who
like classic games. The Air Hockey home screen
allows players to select the difficulty level of the
game.

Whip Swing🔨
Recommended for adventurers, players of
all abilities. Players control the pace of play.
Simple mechanics and ability to control the
pace of play make this a good option for
players that struggle with time pressure.

Gummy Pop

Recommended for players who like match
puzzles. Lack of time pressure for many levels
makes this a good option for players who prefer
a more relaxed game experience or have motor
challenges.

Tumblestone🔨
Recommended for kids who love puzzles.
Most levels are untimed, which can make
this game a good option for players with
motor challenges.

Extra Challenge: Experts struggle to beat all
the levels!

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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Gelato Flicker⛰⏳
Recommended for novice players and ice
cream lovers. Higher levels introduce more time
pressure, which may be overwhelming to some
players -- but lower levels can be played over
and over again

Robo Runner⛰⚡
Recommended for adventurers, players
who are comfortable with quick-swipe
mechanics. Game pace becomes more
intense as you progress, which might be
overstimulating for some players.

Extra Challenge: Score 5000+!

Space Invasion⏳ 💣
Recommended for players of all abilities. Early
levels can be played over and over again, so
novice players can stay in their comfort zone.
Simple tapping mechanic makes this a good
option for players with motor challenges.

Extra Challenge: High levels are nearly impossible to beat!

Brick Breaker🏆 ⛰
Recommended for billiards lovers and
players of all abilities. This game is all about
angles! Novice players tend to enjoy the
pace and can easily figure out how to play.
This is a favorite of parents who play
Mightier!

Extra Challenge: Score over 150!

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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Rooms of Doom🏆📖 ⚠⚡
Recommended for adventurers, scientists,
players of all abilities. The game is based on tap,
swipe, and press and hold mechanics. Difficulty
increases within each round, so more
experienced gamers can quickly reach difficult
levels of play, and novice players will restart at
easy levels whenever they play.

Extra Challenge: Unlock every minion

Flying Ace⛰💣

Recommended for novice players and
aviation enthusiasts. Some players may find
the rotary joystick difficult to master.

Extra Challenge: Unlock the green plane

Return of Invaders💣⚡
Recommended for novice players, arcade
game aficionados. Two-handed controls may
present a learning curve to some players.

Extra Challenge: Score more than 10,000
points

Zombie Fall💣 ⚠
Recommended for players of all abilities
who are not frightened by zombies. Two
hands needed for Left-Right directional
control. Satisfyingly complex reward system,
which can be good for kids who need extra
incentives.

Extra Challenge: Unlock 5 new zombies

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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Runaway Toad⛰
Recommended for players who enjoy swiping
games and anticipating trajectory. Simple
swiping and tapping mechanics and lack of
time pressure make this a good option for
players with motor challenges.

Extra Challenge: Find a cave, a way under the water, and a way
into the air

Super Best Ghost Game📖⚡
Recommended for puzzlers who love
friendly ghosts. Players map out ghost
pathways using increasingly powerful tools.
Higher levels are very challenging. Earlier
levels can be replayed.

Extra Challenge: Make it to level 60!

Train Conductor World🌋📖
Recommended for train hobbyists, players of all
abilities. Track system / conductor difficulty
varies by city. Players can choose to play in their
favorite cities. The complexity of this game
makes this a great option for experienced
gamers.

Extra Challenge: Connect all the cities!

Hundreds🌋

Recommended for math lovers! Puzzlers
love the real time challenge.

Extra Challenge: Beat all 100 levels!

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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Tiki Taka Soccer📖 ⏳
Recommended for sport enthusiasts and future
managers. Players train and build their own
team before hitting the field for the match!

Extra Challenge: Play 60 games!

You Must Build a Boat🏆 🌋📖 💣 ⚠
Recommended for players who like
matching games and role playing
adventures.

Extra Challenge: Beat the game by finding
the “East Wind”!

Mama Hawk🌋⏳ ⚠⚡
Recommended for biology fans with
mid-to-high level gaming experience.
Experienced gamers tend to be motivated by
the multiple levels plus the bonus arcade level!

Extra Challenge: Beat all the levels!

Peko Peko Sushi🌋📖 ⏳⚡
Recommended for foodies and players who
enjoy problem-solving and matching with
mid-to-high level gaming experience.

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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Mini Metro🌋📖
Recommended for players who like slow-paced,
problem-solving games. Experienced gamers
enjoy the strategizing and planning required to
keep the round going. This is a favorite of
parents who play Mightier!

Unpossible⚡
Recommended for players that like
challenging, fast-paced games. This game
doesn’t stop until you hit an obstacle.

Extra Challenge: How long can you last in
“Unpossible” mode?

Rocat Jumpurr💣 ⚠
Recommended for older cat lovers! Great for
those that love endless levels and to collect
things to level up.

Rocat Jumpurr includes cats with bazookas, so
we recommend it for kids aged 9+. You can
block it from the player’s game library in the
parental control section in our Parent App.

Race the Sun🏆⏳⚡
Recommended for players who like fast
navigation and have quick reflexes. Pure fun
mingled with a nerve-wracking tension. The
rules are simple: don't crash, stay in the light,
and don't slow down!

Extra Challenge: Get through 3 regions in
one run

These games are listed subjectively from easiest to hardest. We know all kids have unique strengths and
varied interests. We encourage children to discover the games they enjoy by trying them!
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